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This document has been approved for public release and sale; its distribution is unlimited. The design of a high speed airbreathing propulsion system (SCRAMJET) may depend on more precise information on chemical kinetics of the combustion processes than is now available, except for the very simplest reactions. An experimental method was devised whereby the macroscopic chemical reaction history can be traced from wall pressure measurements in a high speed reacting gas in a tube. The chemical reaction is started by means of a normal-shock compression at the tube entrance through which premixed fuel and air is heated to combustion temperature. The experiments were conducted with H2 and vitiated air, and the data were compared with calculated pressure profiles using recent reaction kinetic information obtained from shock tubes. Good agreement between experiment and calculation was found when the flow was steady and no oscillations were present, indicating that the kinetics which govern the chemical reactions in shock tube experiments can be reproduced with the standing-wave experiment. Wall effects are evaluated, In addition, a seraiempirical analysis was made of the ignition delay and recombination, with the assumption that the two-body reactions are essentially in equilibrium during the slower recombination period. The mathematics of this approach is simple and is potentially useful with machine computations involving chemistry and mixing, or chemistry and aerodynamics. Finally, a short experiment with methane combustion in the tube produced similar phenomena, indicating that the method may be useful-for determining rates of heat release for gases where little is known of the detailed kinetics. The hypersonic ramjet with its need for supersonic combustion pronounces a need for extensive research to determine, much more precisely than heretofore, the details of the chemistry of combustion. For low altitudes where the combustor pressure is high and the chemical reaction fast, the reaction distance may be controlled by the mixing processes. However, as flight altitude increases, combustor pressure recedes, and detailed knowledge of the chemistry of combustion is needed, since the chemical reaction length may decide the engine length (Ref. 1).
Illustrations
There are other needs in high speed combustion; for example, a simplified mathematical description of the chemical reaction could be used to design a nozzle containing a reacting gas and using a method of characteristics with detailed chemistry, or analyze a mixing system in which the gas is reacting chemically at the same time. In addition, a means of studying overall reaction kinetics of other combustion systems than H2-air is needed, where detailed kinetics are not currently understood and are considerably more complicated. If catalysts are added to extend the range of usable combustion for propulsion, the chemistry becomes even more complicated and incomprehensible .
In previous work at the Arnold Center (Ref. 2) , an experimental method was demonstrated whereby a standing-wave normal shock was used to ignite an R"2-air mixture, aDd the resulting pressure change in a constant area tube was recorded from pressure taps in the tube and indicated the macroscopic combustion history in the flowing reacting gas. In the present work, (1) these experimental pressure profiles are compared with pressure profiles computed from recently proposed Ho-alr reaction schemes and rates, and (2) a simplified mathematical model of the chemical reaction is developed, based on the assumption that partial equilibrium of the chemical processes exists during the recombination reactions.
Theory

Theory of the Experimental Model
The purpose of the experiment is to produce a combustible mixture and suddenly heat it to ignition temperature by means of a steady standing-wave normal shock. Thus, the effect of chemical reaction in the flowing stream can be observed from steady-state wall static pressure measurements.
A standing-wave normal shock was first used by Nicholls (Ref. Reasonable agreement was obtained with other ignition delay measurements, although a tube was not used to confine the flow downstream of the shock. In the present experiments, the normal shock is established at the entrance of a tube, such that ignition temperature is produced downstream of the shock and the flow is confined to a constant area (Fig. la) . The chemical reaction may be considered to occur in one-dimensional stream tubes, irrespective of mixing, if the fuel profile and incoming gas properties are uniform, and wall friction and heat transfer can be neglected. The effect of these factors on the experiment will be found in the section on discussion of results. -This experimental model is very similar to the detonation wave in a tube, as shown in Fig. lb . The principal phenomenological difference is in the boundary layer, in which the velocity is accelerating near the wall with respect to the wave in the shock tube, and decelerating with respect to the wave in the standing-wave experiment.
Whether the combustion zone is separated from the shock in a detonation wave has been debated (Refs. 6 and 7). However, the experiments at the Arnold Center with various methods of shock-induced combustion have shown a definite ignition delay zone in which the pressure measured just downstream of the shock corresponds with that which would exist if there were no combustion (Refs. 2 and 8). Hence, the present experiment produces a phenomenon that agrees with the Zel'dovich-von Neumann-Döring theory, where the shock wave produces an adiabatic pressure rise followed by heat generated from combustion. This process is shown in Fig. 2 , where the peak compression point is denoted as the von Neumann spike (pt. B). constant area heat addition occurs on a Rayleigh line (B to C), and if sufficient heat is added under steady conditions, the thermal choking or Chapman-Jouguet point is reached. Maintaining the shock exactly on the model lip is physically very difficult with heat release alone because slight variations in fuel concentration or airflow properties will cause fluctuations in the shock, resulting in spillage or swallowing. Therefore, the flow restricting cone plug was used to help maintain the shock-on-lip position. Thus the choke point was reached through a combination of chemical heat addition from point C to point D (Fig. 2 ) and flow restriction with the plug to reach the choking point at the exit at point E, probably with some continued chemical reaction .
Theory of the Chemical Model
The behavior of an inviscid quasi-onedimensional reactive flow may be followed quite accurately by using numerical integration techniques on the set of equations which express the rate laws for the chemical transformations and the appropriate conservation equations describing the flow. Both the GASL (Ref. Therefore, the APL computer program was modified to include only the following reactions: where the units on K are atmosphere, R has P units of cc atm/mole °K, and T as in °K, Reaction (7) presents a problem in that it produces the new specie HO«, which must either be included in the full scheme or handled in some other manner. The consensus at present (Ref. 13) is that, at high temperatures, this specie is quickly destroyed by reaction with reactive radicals. Therefore, H0 2 was not included as a specie in the kinetic scheme but was assumed to react rapidly with hydrogen atoms to produce two OH radicals through the process: k3 kl 3 8. In the scheme that was employed, reactions (5) and (6) are assumed to he reversible with the reverse rates given by the expressions, Therefore, reaction (7) is assumed to be irreversible and followed rapidly by reaction (8) to produce the overall stoichionetric change:
It should be added that initiation reactions such as 02 + M -20 + M were not included in this scheme although they are undoubtedly important to the early processes occurring in the induction zone (Ref. 14); all the comparisons reported herein were made for shock-induced combustion in vitiated air which already contained radicals (i.e., OH levels near 10 -^ mcls/mol mix turn),
Numerical integration was started just downstream of the normal shock for all the calculations.
The method of determining initial conditions for a specific calculation will be described later in this section. In short, they define a PE state as one in which the available reversible reactions will not allow full equilibrium They also point out that in certain cases one may treat a reacting system as having a partial equilibrium state if a number of reversible reactions, which, are in themselves incapable of producing full equilibrium, are rapid while all other reactions are slow. Thus, depending on the difference in the relative rate of these two groups of reactions, the entire kinetic system may be more or less accurately modeled by assuming that the faht reactions define the relative concentrations of all the species and that the slow reactions simply drive this partial equilibrium (PE) system through a series of PE states toward full equilibrium.
In two significant papers, Schott and Bird (Ref. 17 ) and Getzinger and Schott (Ref. 18 ) have shown that, at least in the range of temperatures from 2500 to 3200°R, the recombination kinetics of the hydrogenoxygen system may be modeled Quite adequately by using the PE approach. In their development of the concept, they assumed that the induction period of the reaction occurs without any simultaneous recombination and that at the end of the induction period, and thereafter, all shuffle reactions (i.e., the binary exchange reactions 1-4) remain in equilibrium while the recombination reactions simply change the extent of recombination. Since the shuffle or exchange reactions do not cause a change in the molecular weight of the system, they define the momentary PE state of the system through use of a single variable which represents the instantaneous value of the average molecular weight of the system. The same approach will be used here.
The PS Program
For this program, the initial composition of the vitiated mixture is defined in terms of three variables: «Pi the vitiated stoichiometry; Cf. the unreacted hydrogen stoichiometry at the normal shock wave: and i;, the extent of recombination where
The pressures (Pi and P2) were chosen, and P^2 wa s calculated for comparison with the experimental value.
In the program, was used with real thalpies of the sp five-point curve f (Ref. 14) , and equ fitted to the equa ■ where A and B are was used to calcul heat capacity rati heat capacity (C p ) (m) of the mixture time it was requir an ideal gas assumption fas enthalpies. The eniecies were obtained fron, its to the JANAF tables ilibrium constants were tion (log K p = A/T + B) constants. A subroutine ate the enthalpy (H), o (y), constant pressure . and the molecular weight at a temperature (T) each ed. (9) The flow conditi stream of the norma in the following ma enthalpy (H) was de reactive mixture of temperatures lo-* successively until ber became greater supersonic input fl a double-loop itera used to adjust the til the calculated normal shock equale The shock calculati Stagnation pressure lated, assuming unr nation for the flow ons upstream and down-1 shock were calculated nner:
The stagnation termined for the unAt this point, a series er than T^ were assumed the calculated Mach numLhLn 1.5. Once two ow values were obtained, tive calculation was incident temperature upvalue of P2 Pi for a d the experimental value, on is described below, (Pt2^ was then calcueactive isentropic stagdownstream of the shock, and Ni = moles per gram of mixture at the shock, N -moles per gram Of mixture at any specific partial equilibrium state, and Nf = moles per gram of mixture if the recombination reactions were to go to full completion (i.e., to the point where the mixture contains only H2O + O2 + inerts for a lean mixture, or H2O + H2 + inerts for a rich mixture). It is further noted that the specification of ep Vj pf, 4, and T completely describes the system because the partial equilibrium composition is determined by a set of three equilibrium equations, which are pressure independent (since they may be represented entirely by bimolecular exchange reactions). The program, therefore, contains a subroutine which calculates the partial equilibrium composition of the mixture for the set of variables ("Pv, cpf, £, T) . For t*iis calculation, one must solve three non-linear equations in three unknowns. A three-variable NewtonRaphson method was employed in this subroutine to perform the calculation iterative ly .
The shock calculation was performed by u^ing 1 he static enthalpy, static temperature, and molecular weight of the mixture at two stations (one upstream and one downstream of the shock) to determine the other property changes across the shock. To this purpose, oi:e may solve the equations of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy for an ideal gas with variable molecular weight and real enthalpies to directly yield the density ratio between the two stations in terms of the above variables. The resulting equation is:
The remainder of the calculation was performed in the following manner. The experiment yielded the following properties of the fuel and vitiated air mixture before reaction:
total temperature (T t ), total pressure (Pt). static pressure ahead of the normal shock (Pi), and static pressure immediately downstream of the lip shock (P2). In addition, cpf and <p v could be determined from experimental measurements. Only two of the three experimentally measured pressures are needed to perform a calculation. The incident velocity may then be obtained by combining the mass and energy balance equations to yield 1/2 U,
The remaining flow and state variables may be calculated with this information. For the first shock calculation discussed, the shock was assumed to be unreactive, and therefore m2 = m^. This calculation was used to set initial values downstream of the shock wave for both the APL calculation with complete chemistry and the simplified partial equilibrium program.
In the PE program, the shock equations were solved iteratively for a series of assumed values of 4. incremented from 0 to a value near 1. Thus all flow properties were uniquely determined for specific values of £. The only remaining problem concerns the distance between these stations. For % = 0 (the end of the induction zone). the approach of Rhodes (Ref. 20) was used as an approximation to calculate the induction delay time, For this purpose, the radical mole fractions were assumed to be in equilibrium in the vitiated mixture at the tunnel throat and were used as initial radical concentrations downstream Of the shock with the assumption that the composition was frozen during expansion in the nozzle. These concentrations are quite low, and they were, therefore, not included in the overall stoichiometry of the system, A constant multiplying factor was included in the equation for the final concentrations so that the length of the induction zone could be adjusted if desired. It was found that setting this factor at 0.5 yielded the best correlation of all data. By using the induction time thus calculated, the length of the induction zone was found by multiplying it by the average flow velocity in the interval.
During recombination, the distance between stations (l) and (l + 1) having values of i which differ by A£ was calculated by determining d£/dt at each station, using the equation
cases reported herein, i > 0.99 at equilibrium. Therefore, the neglect of reverse reactions in the equation for d£/dt w as satisfactory for comparisons.
This PE approach ma other flow conditions, constant pressure flow enthalpy per gram of m stant and the iterativ finding T(£) such that procedure is relativel through the use of the lern has been reduced t coordinate (£) which i pressure. Thus, this easily adaptable to a istics or mixing analy y also be used for
In the case of , for example, the ixture remains cone procedure involves h(ü = hinitial. The y simple because PE concept the probo a single reaction s independent of technique is also method-of-charactersis , Equations Used in the Boundary Layer Corrections,
The equations of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy can be used to calculate the equations for flow and chemical change in a duct (Ref. 21) . By differentiating the equations, the "influence coefficient" may be calculated for the effects of variables on static pressure change in the flowing reacting mixture:
The molecular weight term na since both the calculated an data have molecular weight c For undeveloped flow in a tu ary layer growth can be cons similar manner to boundary 1 plate where boundary layer d thickness includes heat tran tional losses and can be tre effective area change. Equa reduces to: (14) y be neglected d experimental hanges included, be, the boundldered in a nyer on a flat isplacement sfer and fricated as an tion (14) In the equation for d£/dt, it is assumed that the end state for the recombination process is a mixture in which N = N f . This contention was checked in each calculation by calculating the full equilibrium concentrations through application of one of the recombination equilibrium constants.
In all 
Since transition is probable in the experiment, the end effect should Lie somewhere between the laminar and turbulent case, although in either case, the effect will be shown to be small.
The gas properties used to determine Reynolds number were calculated from an H2-air reaction kinetic computer program, where (1) the initial conditions at the start of the reaction were determined from the experimental measurements, (2) the chemistry was confined to a constant area process, and (3) the reactions and rates produced a computed pressure history which was a close approximation to the experimental pressure history. The tube was then divided into small increments (Ax) such that property changes were small in each increment, and the wall viscous and heat transfer effects on pressure were calculated ior that increment with the assumption that small changes in the increment were negligible. Differential equations were used with the assumption that small increments were a satisfactory substitution for the differential term.
Three experimental boundary layer cases were considered:
1. No combustion and no heat transfer.
No combustion but some heat transfer.
3. Both combustion and heat transfer.
The pressure change measured for the cases ] atd 2 where no fuel was injected was compared with the calculated values. Agreement between the experimental and calculated values was used as justification for applying similar methods to the combustion with heat transfer data (case 3) in order to evaluate the extent of these effects. As will be discussed, the total effect was small {on the order of 1 percent).
Error Analysis
Effect of Change in Hydrogen Fuel Concentration on Temperature of the Mixture of Fuel and Air From conservation of energy and the assumption that mean specific heat values are applicable, For typical experime f/a = 0.0016, i(f'a) = C Pf /C P a -13 > ünd (T tf which yields AT* -l mix large enough to affect tions by a measurable a percent change in fa r When the fuel concentra equivalence ratio (E.R, concentration error wil perature error.
Pressure Measurement
Tt mix
By taking a first derivative and using increment values to approximate the differential.
,
2°R. This is not the data or calculamount. For a 30-a «°. AT tmlx = "f *■ tion is about 0.3 ), a 10-percent fuel 1 cause a 13°R temFrom the approach discussed i it is found that ignition delay ly proportional to pressure. He percent error in pressure will r 1-percent change in ignition del recombination time Rcf. 9 indie proportional to p~l- 7 . Therefor percent error in pressure will r approximately 2-percent change 1 nation time. Since the pressure merit for most cases is within 1 the effect of pressure error on try for the experimental cases d can be considered negligible.
Errors in Heat Transfer and Viocoufci EfiLcts
The wall effects for the undeveloped flow in the tube is very small so that errors in calculation or measurements are second-order perturbations.
However, at some conditions they can be of consequence. 
xso
For an error of 10 percent in ß*(A6* =0.0005), then AP'P s 0,18 percent, which can be neglected.
However, es heat is added and Mach number increases to 0.8 near the end of the tube, with 5* also increasing to 0.010, then AP/P s 12(Aö*), and a 10-percent will result in a 1.2-percent error in AP'P or roughly of the same magnitude as from 6 . From this analysis, it is concluded that errors in determining the wall boundary layer eifects on pressure profile will be of negligible consequence for the fore parts of the tube, including the ignition delay and early recombination processes; however, as heat is added and the flow approaches M= 1. the wall effect errors may be of the same order or greater than that for the effect Of the entire boundary layer displacement thickness .
Equipment and Procedures
The (Fig. 3) . Heating was accomplished by means of a heat exchanger to about 1500°R and to higher temperature by burning hydrogen . Fuel was introduced into the vitiated air in either the supersonic portion of the tunnel or in the subsonic section just before the tunnel throat since in this section the static temperature was less than ignition temperature (Fig. 4) . The possibility of preignition was greater when fuel was injected at the upstream point, but longer mixing lengths were obtained. Ignition of the fuel at the injector creates distinctive phenomena in the tunnel which are easily recognized. Emissions are observed upstream of the shock, and shock position is affected because tunnel Mach number is reduced. In addition, the combustion phenomena in the tube would not be observed, except as reignition of partially quenched reactions. These phenomena were not observed in the present experiments; hence preignition was not considered. Several fuel injector designs were used in an attempt to obtain a fuel concentration uniformity of ±10 percent, but this effort was not very successful. A fuel distribution profile, using an area probing technique from a single point injector, was used to design a multiple point injector which was calculated to produce a nearly uniform profile. One of the better fuel distributions is shown in Fig. 5 . It was concluded that, although the fuel profile from a single injection point can be measured, aerodynamic interference and construction problems arise in the process of designing multiple injection points to obtain a desired fuel pattern. Not the least of these is the drilling of small holes with predictable orifice coefficients that will inject the gas in self parallel streams. Alignment procedures were used before testing to check the orifice flow direction, using water injection, and to check the flow direction after installing the injectors in the tunnel, using air or nitrogen. These procedures allowed fuel profile uniformity to be improved. However, no design, manufacture, or installation procedure appeared to provide the desired fuel profile uniformity. Hence a portion of the results is concerned with analyzing the effects of nonuniform fuel profile.
The fuel mixture subsequently passed through the shock which was established at the combustion tube inlet, and at this point the temperature was increased to near
The flow can then be considered one dimensional downstream of the shock if there is no spillover and mass flow is conserved. If chemical reactions are proceeding in the flow, the reactions can be considered as events in individual stream tubes, independent of the other stream tubes.
(Translational temperature overshoot caused by vibrational relaxation was not considered in the analysis since the effects of this phenomenon on chemical reaction has not been well established and none of the experimental data show that it was a pressure measurable effect.)
The changes in the gas properties were determined from wall static pressure measurements, and recorded on manometer tubes.
Two combustion tubes were used (Jig. 6). The thin-walled spray-cooled tube (Fig. 6a) was used first. Later a jacketed watercooled tube was built, which included wall temperature thermocouples and cooling water temperature measurement (Fig. 6b) . The Large base area in this tube was the principal aerodynamic difference.
PRESSURE TAPS CONE PLUG WITH PROBE TIP-?
Spray-Cooled Combustion Tube The procedure for a specific set of test conditions consisted of:
(1) Adjusting the floM constricting exit cone so that the normal shock rested as close to the lip as possible without swallowing, when no fuel was introduced. This provided a reference pressure profile which included friction and heat transfer and which would then be used to compare with data containing fuel chemistry, and (2) Injecting the desired fuel quantity and again adjusting the exit cone so that the normal shock rested as close as possible to the lip.
To obtain data with minimum spillover, the data were recorded for steady fuel and air flow, the only variable being the cone plug position. As the cone plug was retracted, data points were recorded until the shock could not be maintained on the lip. The point recorded just prior to shock swallowing was considered the best one. Schlieren photos were taken to verify the shock position.
Measurements
Measurements recorded consisted of:
Fuel Concentration Measurement
These were made by either (a) sampling the mixture in the region ahead of the combustion tube at several points in a plane perpendicular to the flow, and using a thermal conductivity gas analyzer to determine the unreacted hydrogen content, or (b) measuring total temperature profile in the heated air stream where cold hydrogen had been injected, so that hydrogen concentration was calculated as a function of its cooling effect. For the recording of combustion tube data, the area survey probe was removed, and a vertical traversing probe was used which measured total temperature, total pressure, and sampled the gas on a vertical centerline in front of the combustion tube.
Tunnel Flow Properties Measurements measureting conng to e from the on in the of on and in agreeements the contest tiated 1 throat en coin-2 and
These consisted of (a) pressure ments to establish the tunnel opera ditions and (b) temperature recordi determine the stagnation temperatur preheater and the amount of vitiati combustion preheater. A comparison thermocouple data in the test sect! the straightening vanes showed good ment; the straightening vane measur were thereafter used.
To calculate centration of free radicals in the section, it was assumed that the vi air was in equilibrium at the tunne and that the gas expanded with froz position to the test section (Refs 8) .
Combustion Tube Measurements
These consisted of 23 wall static pressure measurements in the tube (a) with swallowed shock to determine stream static pressure (using an average from several taps), (b) with shock-on-lip and no fuel to determine the static pressure behind a normal shock, and (c) with fuel and shock-onLip to determine the change in pressure profile from chemical reaction.
In addition, an actuated probe passing through the cone plug was used for some experiments to measure total pressure gradient and sample gases along the flow direction. Because of difficulties with the probe it was removed. For other experiments, the cone plug contained a sampling orifice in its tip. Equivalence ratio was determined from gas sample measurements from the cone plug. Where the centerpoint fuel concentration was not representative of the average, an adjustment was made in the calculations.
Discussion of Results
The primary measurement in the experiment was the wall static pressure drop caused by combustion and heat addition. The ignition delay and, in particular, the shape of the pressure curve during the recombination processes were important. In Figs. 7 and 8 , experimental data at two pressure levels are compared with the calculated curves. The calculated curves were obtained using recent H2-air reactions and rates (Ref. 18 ) and two computation procedures:
(1) a modified IBM 7094 program based on the work of Westenberg and Favin (designated APL) (Ref. 10), and (2) a simplified '"partial equilibrium" program described in the section on theory. As a further comparison, older rates proposed in Refs. 9 and 10 and tabulated in Table I for the same reactions were used in the computer program and also plotted in Fig 7. The experimental data appear to follow the trends of the more recent reactions and rate data proposed by Getzinger and Schott. The experimental data in Fig. 9 graphically show the effect of increasing tunnel temperature on the chemical reaction, particularly in the ignition delay region. In addition, a short experiment was made with commercial methane (95 percent) to determine if the combustion characteristics of methane were such that similar recombination phenomena (i.e., static pressure change) could be observed in the tube. The pressure data clearly showed similar shaped pressure profiles to those from H2 _ air reactions. Ignition delay determined for the experimental conditions (T = 3100 to 3200°R, p = 0.65 atm, ti.d. "* 10 _ 4 S ec) was compared with shock tube results from Glass et al. (Ref. 23) and was found to be faster by a factor of 4 to 5. Preheater fuel required to obtain these high temperatures (E.R. -0.45) produced relatively high free radical concentrations, 0.3 percent by volume (Ref. 24) . These large amounts of free radicals and impurities could possibly affect ignition delay; however, no attempt was made to evaluate their effect at this time. The experiment did emphasize the need for unvitiated air in studying reaction kinetics of combustion processes for which there are little data on the detailed mechanisms.
As stated, the primary purpose of the work was to (l) correlate the measured pressure history from the chemical reaction in the tube with the pressure predicted by a chemical kinetic model, and (2) find an empirical or semi-empirical kinetic model which could be used to describe the chemical reaction as a close approximation to the actual case and yet be mathematically simple. Both of these objectives were accomplished to some degree. The limitations of the experiment, /the limitations of the theory, extent to which the objectives were accomplished, and the problems which need solution for future work in kinetics experiments of this type will be examined in the following sections.
The range of conditions for the hydrogen reactions studied in the experiments included initial temperature of 1900 to 2300OR, initial pressure of 0.6 to 1.5 atm, and fuel equivalence ratio of 0.06 to 0.35.
Experiment and Theory and Their Limitations Heat Release Compared with Theoretical Rayleigh Line Heat Addition
From the Zel'dovich-von Neumann-Doring theory of a shock wave followed by heat addition, one may calculate the gas flow properties just downstream of the normal shock from a knowledge of the upstream pressure, temperature, velocity and composition. For one-dimensional constant area flow, the quantity of heat that can be added to thermally choke the flow may be calculated.
The free-stream Mach number for the tunnel is approximately 3.1.
It follows that the Mach number downstream of the shock is approximately 0.45, and a total temperature rise of about 1300°R can be reached to thermall3 r choke a flow when the initial static temperature is 2000°R.
This temperature rise corresponds to an equivalence ratio for H 2 -air of about 0.31, the upper limit of fuel addition for a completed chemical reaction. Obviously, higher equivalence ratios can be used if the reaction is not completed at the end of the tube, but, then, of course, less information on the reaction is obtained. About 80 to 90-percent reaction completion in the experiment is considered good for comparison of data with theoretical reaction kinetic schemes and rates. The amount of heat to thermally choke may be increased by raising the tunnel free-stream Mach number. For a Mach 5 free stream, choking equivalence ratio may be increased to 0.55; and a freestream Mach number of 10 is needed to accommodate an E.R. of 1.0.
In addition, a larger amount of heat may be added if the initial gas temperature is higher, the temperature ratio to choke being determined from Rayleigh line considerations. An infinite amount of heat may be added to a constant pressure combustion process without causing aerodynamic choking of the flow, even though the Mach number may decrease to 1.0 or less. However, the flow area must change very precisely in order to maintain the constant pressure, creating a difficult hardware problem. Other duct shapes may be usable for studying reaction kinetics, such as the expanding conical area. The selection of a configuration should be made such that the reaction does not quench nor restrict the entering mass flow.
Because of the Mach number and thermal choking limitation of the experimental model, the present approach is to correlate experimental and theoretical data for lean mixtures only. Later experiments may be used to verify the reactions for higher E.R.'s with a configuration which is not equivalence-ratio limited.
Wall Heat Transfer and Friction
The effects of wall heat transfer and friction were calculated by the method discussed in the theory section. Pressure data were obtained for the case where (1) no fuel was injected, (2) the shock was maintained on the lip, and (3) inlet air temperature was varied. Pressure profiles were then calculated for these cases for both laminar and turbulent boundary layers. A plot of the data and calculations is shown in Fig. 10 . Since transition to turbulent flow is probable, it would be expected that the pressures measured at the end of the tube would lie between those calculated for laminar and turbulent flow. The accuracy of the data and the wall effects calculations is not such that laminar or turbulent boundary layer can be specified, The calculated effect is approximate and, for three typical experimental cases, was found to be approximately 1.0 percent at the end of the tube for laminar boundary layer and 1.5 percent for turbulent.
The region of ignition delay and initial recombination reactions is found in the first half of the tube. The boundary layer here is thin, and could be considered negligible or could be used to adjust the data. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II  1 1 1 1 1 1 Fig. 8 is shown an experimental pressure profile that has been corrected for laminar boundary layer displacement thickness and wall heat transfer. The corrected values tend to more closely approximate the slope of the calculated pressure profile.
Measured and Calculated Vail Viscous and Heat Transfer Pressure Effect in the Combustion Tube When No Fuel Was Present In
Fuel Concentration Nonuniformity A typical fuel concentration map is shown in Fig. 5 . For some data points, vertical traveling probe fuel profiles from traverses in front of the combustion tube showed even greater variation. It can be shown (Ref. 25 ) that the effect on wall static pressure of a one-dimensional flow with poor heat distribution in a tube of flowing gas is negligible, providing the pressure at any one station can be assumed to be constant across the duct. In addition, the computer programs with reaction kinetics can be used to establish that the kinetic history is not sensitive to fuel concentration for lean mixtures. It is suspected in the present case that constant pressure across the duct was not the case when fuel distribution was extremely asymmetric, and that this might explain the apparent "slow" recombination reactions obtained for a few data points, examples of which are shown in Figs. 11 and   12a . A simplified calculation of an extreme case where the fuel was assumed to be concentrated in 10 percent of the flow next to the wall and the pressure taps were located on the opposite wall indicated that a static pressure maximum lag in the tube might be as great as 0.2 inch near the start of the reactions, with a maximum of 0.4 inch as the flow approached M -1. Since no fuel profile measurements showed a maldistribution of this extremity, the maximum effect calculated is not possible for steady-state conditions. However, it is possible that nonsteady fuel fluctuations may have an important effect on the pressure profile.
Expelled Shock at the Lip with Spillover
As the flow constrict retracted during the exp moves closer to the lip. closely approximating th the shock is very close and spillover is negligi able spillover is presen be used to correlate wit one-dimensional flow mod reaction. Data of this 
Shock Oscillation during Combustion
It was observed during the experiments that at some fuel flows the normal shock did not remain on the lip of the tube but oscillated in a fore and aft direction and at an unknown (not measured) frequency (Figs. 12a, b, c) . The shock movement varied from fluctuations that were hardly perceptible to large movements covering nearly the full length of the tube out to about 1/2 inch in front of the lip. The magnitude of the movement appeared to be roughly proportional to fuel flow for a given set of flow conditions, The oscillations were first observed when the shock suddenly seemed to disappear. If the manometer board showed that the shork had not swallowed, it was noted that the oscillation produced a peculiar pressure profile which indicated a "slow" recombination history (Fig. 12a) or a pressure rise instead of a drop near the lip (Figs. 12b and 12c) . Furthermore, from successive spark schlieren photos, the shock could be observed at various positions during the oscillation (Figs.  12a, b, c) .
The wall pressure data were considered worthless for chemical kinetic studies when the oscillations were present. The pressure profile shown in Figs. 12b and c for an oscillating shock condition can be analyzed qualitatively if it is assumed that the pressure measured on the manometer lubes is a time-mean-average of the instantaneous pressures. This is shown in Fig. 13 . When the shock is expelled, the lip pressure is high because of subsonic flow divergence behind the normal shock, and less pressure change from heat addition occurs; when the shock is swallowed, the low free-stream static pressure is sensed.
The manometer tube registers a pressure which is some function oi the duration of the pressure exposure time.
In this analysis, it was assumed that the velocity of oscillation was relatively low compared with the chemical reaction speed, so that the effect of the oscillation on chemical reaction at any one stage of the cycle is small. Several possible causes of tho oscillations were investigated:
1. In the first experiments, a thin-wallcd spray-cooled tube was used, as compared with the thick-walled water-cooled tube in the later experiments (Fig. 6 ). Oscillation did not appear in the thinwalled tube until the combustion heat release approached that required for thermal choking. An analysis of the blunt base flow region was made to determine if the flow in this region was conducive to pressure fluctuations which might affect the choking ilow area, then the mass flow, and hence the amount of flow spillover at the lube entrance.* This effect appears to be a possibility, but no definite conclusions could be ♦Analysis made by R. C J. Garner. However, since the base area was the principal difference between the two tube models, there is a strong possibility that the large base area plus a combination of exterior and interior aerodynamics were contributing factors.
2. Air stream profile nonuniformity was considered but could not be substantiated by pressure or temperature profile data in the air stream. Static pressure, total pressure, and total temperature measurements indicated very little nonuniformity and less than that observed in the thin-walled tube experiments.
3. Fuel profile nonuniformity was considered, From the one-dimensional flow analysis in Ref. 25 , it was shown that nonunifor« heat addition would produce the same static pressure change along the duct axis if the static pressure at any station were considered constant across the duct. However, as mentioned previously, nonuniform fuel distribution can result in some variation in pressure profile.
It is conceivable that a fluctuating fuel concentration might trigger oscillating pressures. However, from total temperature measurements in the tunnel stream, there was no significant change in small temperature fluctuations when fuel was injected as compared with the no-iuel case.
The thermocouple and potentiometer sensitivity was about 10 cps, so that only lower frequency fluctuations could be effectively sensed,
4.
Boundary layer separation with resulting pressure rise, cooling of the gas near the wall, and inhibition of the chemical reaction was considered but could not be justified on the grounds that the pressure gradient in the tube is a favorable one and not conducive to separation. Therefore, the only experimental effect to which the '"slow" recombination history could be attributed was shock oscillations or inlet flow spillage. For one group of experimental data at the higher pressure level (90 psia in the plenum), some data points showed good agreement with the calculated pressure profile and others showed "slow" recombination and poor agreement. A careful examination of the data and the multiple photographs of the shock showed that the better correlations could be associated with little or no shock movement.
Limitations of the PE and Full Numerical Integration Models for the Reaction Zone
The APL program with the recently determined kinetic to predict the observed pres quite well over the range of ditions studied in the curre In addition, it is quite app results that the occurrence reaction scheme may be handl by the technique used in thi the range of experimental co inclusion of rates appears sure profiles initial connt experiments, arent fi-om the of HO2 in the ed adequately 5 study over nditions.
One change was made in the APL program. As originally written, the program forced mass conservation at each step by calculating the rate of change of the hydrogen and oxygen atom concentrations from the net rate of change of the other species. It was noted that at the start of some calculations there were sporadic changes in the radical concentrations. Since the rate of formation of radicals is proportional to the radical concentrations, this method of handling the residuals could have led to these calculated instabilities. Therefore, the program was altered to carry the residuals in the species O2 and H2O. This change completely eliminated the instability.
The partial equilibrium program appeared to work satisfactorily at high temperatures and low pressures but did not yield as good an agreement at low temperatures and high pressures.
In these lean mixtures, the rates of recombination reactions are primarily controlled by the hydrogen atom concentration, and this concentration was found to be very sensitive to the extent of recombination. An examination of the APL program results showed that the hydrogen atom concentration goes through a distinct maximum near the end of the induction zone. However, at high pressure and low temperature, this maximum is considerably lower than that predicted for £ = 0 using the partial equilibrium program. Values of (l)min are plotted in Fig. 14 as a function of the shock pressure and temperature (P2, T2) .
The values of (S^m for this plot were determined by first running an APL and PE program for identical conditions. The output was when examined to find the maximum hydrogen atom concentration predicted by the APL program.
This value was then used to determine an equivalent value of (£)min in tne PE program. These are the values identified in Fig. 14 as (£) m -i n . 1" addition to these points, a reasonable set of constant (4) The PE program approximation to estimate the induction zone length appears to be reasonably good at high temperature and low pressure but probably should be modified at low temperature and high pressure where the recombination reactions occur to a significant extent before the exchange reactions reach equilibrium. This overlap of the induction zone and recombination zone represents a real limit to the utility of the PE model at low temperature and high pressure and warrants further investigation if a semi-empirical approach is desired for these conditions.
Extent of Accomplishment
Recently determined reactions for the H2~air combustion and their rates were used to produce calculated theoretical curves of pressure history in a constant area duct. In general, the calculated pressure histories show better agreement with the experimental data than calculations using older proposed reactions and rates.
Since the new rates were taken from shock tube experiments, the experiments and analysis constitute a verification of the data obtained from, the shock tube experiments .
The theory that partial equilibrium exists during recombination for reactions at low pressure and the higher temperatures appears to be a valid one. It was applied as a simplified kinetic scheme consisting of an ignition delay portion based on correlation of ignition delay data from H2-air computer programs (Ref. 20) . and a recombination portion based on three recombination reactions. The pressure profile calculated from the PE relations showed relatively close agreement with the full-scale reaction scheme computations using complicated mathematics and the experimental data (Fig. 7) . The experiments were limited to lean mixtures up to E.R. = 0.35: however, theory and the work of others (Ref. 13) indicate that the PE assumption is valid from E.R. = 0.17 to 4.0, The graph in Fig. 14 indicates that, for lean mixtures, there is a high pressure and low temperature range that is not applicable to the PE approach. A different approach may be necessary in arriving at semiempirical equations describing the recombination history for other fuels.
The initial gas composition included free radicals and products from the vitiation heating, Hence the current success in predicting the reaction history from a knowledge of the initial composition and free radicals provides a further information background for predicting the effect of contaminants entering a combustion chamber while the air is heated by vitiation. This is of particular interest to those interested in supersonic combustion ramjet ground test facilities where the means of achieving flight air temperature in the combustor may be by a vitiation process.
ProbLems for Future Work
With the assumption that the -work accomplished so far justifies improving the method and extending its application to other combustion processes, these aspects deserve consideration:
1. To eliminate the effect of contaminants and free radicals on the reaction, at least in the initial stages of investigation, a nonvitiated air supply should be used. This can be accomplished for a fuel with an ignition temperature equal to or less than hydrogen by using an electric resistance heater (to 2500°R) or a storage heater.
2. Methods of improving the uniformity of the fuel profile should be developed so that the flow entering the shock is more nearly one dimensional, 3. Higher equivalence ratios can be run without thermal choking if the Mach number of the tunnel is increased. This will cause the Mach number downstream of the shock to be lower so that a larger heat release will be required to thermally choke the flow. Another method would be to let the combustion zone area expand; however, the constant area boundary condition is-then lost.
To establish a contour for another thermal heat release process, i.e., constant pressure, would not be impossible, but less likely to be as accurate as the constant area process.
The amount of heat that could be added to a constant pressure process, however, would not be limited. Other methods would include expanding the flow area to prevent thermal choking, or increased initial temperature where the choking temperature ratio is fixed from Rayleigh line criteria .
6. Because the presence of flow oscillations is incompatible with the onedimensional flow analysis approach toward reaction kinetics, this effect should be removed. Fuel profile uniformity may be improved by using mixing theory, and the model may be redesigned to reduce the occurrence of oscillations. However, transverse and longitudinal oscillations observed in traveling detonation waves may also occur under similar circumstances in the standing wave, and it may be that the oscillations cannot be completely eliminated. Further studies of the phenomena may reveal ways of controlling it.
Comparison of Results with Shock Tube Experiments
From a one-dimensional flow, ideal gas, point of view, the detonation wave in a tube and the standing-wave normal-shock combustion are identical. From a physical paint of view, there are several differences. Since data obtained from detonation experiments (Ref. 18 ) were used to correlate theoretical calculations with the standing wave experimental data, a comparison of the two phenomena is of interest.
Heat Transfer and Viscous Effects
Because the boun nation tube is acce the wave (Fig. 1) , be positive. Heat toward the wall if 28). From Eq. (14) the two effects wil than opposite and c case of the standin placement boundary (expanding). These be influenced by tu dary layer for the detolerating with respect to the friction term will transfer will still be the wall is cold (Ref.
, it can be seen that 1 be cumulative, rather ompensating as in the g wave, and the dislayer will be negative wall effects will also be diameter.
Other fuels can be investi mentally, although, since known about other combust! than H2-air, the equations the reactions would likely empiricism. A short test commercial (95 percent) me bustion in the existing tu though a high degree of vi necessary to obtain combus mately 3300°R tunnel plenu the shapes of the pressure similar to those obtained combustion. gated experimuch less is on processes describing contain more was made with thane-air comnnel, and altiation was tion (approxim temperature), profiles were from hydrogen 5. If catalysts are mixed with the fuel or air, then it would be expected that their effect on the combustion process can be determined by changes in the pressure profile in the tube. Information of this type is of interest in supersonic ramjet combustion research, where the upper limits of flight altitude and Mach number may be restricted because of the time required for the combustion. Catalysts which speed the reaction may extend the range of operation in the flight envelope of these engines,
Shock Wave Stability
The standing-wave normal-shock stability depends on the steadiness of the entering flow and on the tendency of the shock wave to oscillate when combustion occurs. On the other hand, the flow entering the traveling detonation wave does not contain the turbulence that is characteristic of the flowing gas system, and gas mixture uniformity is easily obtained. However, transverse and longitudinal oscillations are observed in detonation experiments, and the one-dimensional analysis of reaction kinetics can not then be applied (Ref, 29) .
It is conceivable that a tunnel and tube model redesign for the standingwave experiment could produce a relatively uniform flow and fuel mixture and reduce the base flow problems, thus-reducing the probability of the oscillations. However, the standing-wave experiment may be subject to similar oscillation phenomena which have not been completely explored in the present experiments.
Experimental Measurements
Microsecond response time is needed for shock tube measurements, and lor this reason, optical measurements are the most reliable. The shock tube equipment is relatively simple, but the measurement equipment and techniques become quite elaborate. On the other hand, the standingwave combustion tube measurements may be made by relatively simple instruments, such as the manometer board; but the steady flow requirements create the need for relatively complicated equipment, such as large air and fuel supplies, air heaters, and controls.
Overall Kinetic Considerations
At the present stage of development of the standing-wave normal-shock combustion tube method, it does not appear to be a method for determining chemical reaction kinetic rates for individual reactions. The interactions between reactions and rates for a multicomponent reaction are too complicated. However, the method may have a distinct advantage in verifying heat release rates obtained from combinations of reactions and rates that were individually observed from other special experiments, or for determining heat release rates for complicated fuels, such as hydrocarbons, or mixtures of hydrocarbons, such as JP-4 , As mentioned, a preliminary experiment with methane and vitiated air combustion demonstrated that the same type of pressure profile data can be obtained as with H2~air. Also, the method can be used with much richer mixtures than the very dilute concentrations examined in the usual shock tube studies.
Conclusions
The experimental method of measuring pressure profile history of a chemically reacting high speed gas stream yields data which substantiate recent results reported from shock tube experiments on chemical reaction schemes and their rates for the H2-air reaction.
In addition, a mathematically simple method, based on the partial equilibrium concept, was devised for calculating the chemical reaction history for H2-air, and the results were found to be in close approximation to the more complicated reaction schemes. The implication is that this partial equilibrium (PE) approach can be used in lieu of the full equations for the H2~air system.
Experimental phenomena similar to those observed for the H2~air reaction were also observed for the methane-air combustion, where the air supply was 45-percent vitiated during heating to approximately 3100°R. Ignition delay was calculated to be 4 to 5 times faster than measurements from other investigators. Rather large concentrations of free radicals from the combustion heated air supply may be an explanation for the differences. Thus, a nonvitiated air supply is highly desirable for combustion processes where the effects of free radicals are difficult to determine.
The close agreement of the experimental data and calculated data for the H2~air system also implies that the experimental technique will prove to be satisfactory for the determination of heat release rates in other fuel-oxidizer systems. At present, it appears to be a useful steadystate technique which is capable of supplying empirical equations for the overall reaction, Results of this type of experimental and analytical approach to analyze hydrocarbon fuel heat release should be applicable to the design of combustors for supersonic combustion ramjets. Another possible application is in simplifying computations involving simultaneous mixing and combustion or in simultaneous combustion in a method-of-characteristics net,
The method is not perfected, in that (1) the entering gas mixture was not uniform, and (2) shock oscillations were encountered at some conditions. Refinements could be made with further efforts. However, the technique appears promising to obtain heat release rate data for gaseous reactions where little or nothing is known of the reaction kinetic scheme or the reaction rates.
